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Abstract. In this part we describe the numerical methods and the re-
sults for our discretization methods for system of convection-diffusion-
dispersion-reaction equation. The motivation came for the simulation of a
scenario of a waste-disposal done over a large time-periods. For the meth-
ods large time-steps should be allowed to reach the large simulation pe-
riods of 10000 years. The idea is to use higher order discretization meth-
ods which allows large time-steps without lost of accuracy. We decou-
ple a multi-physical multidimensional equation in simpler physical and
one-dimensional equations. These simpler equations are handled with
higher order discretization and the results are coupled with an operator-
splitting method together. We describe the discretization methods for
the convection-reaction equation and for the diffusion-dispersion equa-
tion. Both are based on vertex centered finite volume methods. For the
convection-reaction equation a modified discretization method with em-
bedded analytical solutions is presented. To couple the simpler equations
the operator splitting method is presented with respect to the splitting-
errors of the method. The higher order splitting methods are further
presented. The underlying program-tool R3T is brief introduced and the
main concepts are presented. We introduce the benchmark problems for
testing the modified discretization methods of higher order. A new model
problem of a rotating pyramid with analytical solutions is discussed as
a benchmark problem for two dimensional problems. The complex prob-
lems for the simulation of radioactive waste disposals with underlying
flowing groundwater are further presented. The transport and reaction
simulations for decay chains are presented in 2d and 3d domains. The re-
sults of this calculations are discussed. The further works are introduced
and conclusions are derived from the work.
1 Introduction
Our motivation for studying the transport-reaction processes came from the
background of the simulation of waste-disposals for radioactive contaminants
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2transported with flowing groundwater through an overlying rock. For this model
the derivation of the equations are done. We have the aim to describe the solv-
ing of the equations based on the discretization methods for the convection
dominant case. For the discretization we introduce the decoupling methods.
We split the complex and multidimensional equation in simpler equations. The
operator-splitting method is based on a first order splitting. We could increase
the order by using a higher order splitting method. Our problem is so posed,
that we have dominant error in space, because of coarse grids for the discreti-
sation, therefore higher order methods in space are necessary. The time-error,
even coming from a first order method does not influence our spatial-error. So
the discretization methods are important and are adapted to the equations.
For the convection-reaction equation we use explicit time-discretizations and
higher order finite volume methods for the space-discretization. An improved
higher order discretization method for the convection-reaction equation is pre-
sented and for this method the splitting-error in time is skipped. The method
is based on an analytical solution for the convection-reaction equation in the
one-dimensional case. This discretization reduce the amount of artificial diffu-
sion. For the diffusion-dispersion equation we use implicit time-discretization
and the finite volume methods for the space-discretizations. For both discretiza-
tion methods we receive a higher order method. The solvers for the implicit
methods are done with multi-grid-solvers as pre-conditioners. The methods are
programmed and applicable in the software package R3T . The program concepts
are introduce. We applied our methods for Benchmark-problems which are based
on analytical solutions. A new benchmark problem for two and three dimensions
for a contaminant transport and reaction through a complex domain spooled
with groundwater is presented. We describe the complex examples for a large
decay-chain and a complex domain flowing through with a groundwater. The
velocities of the groundwater is calculated with a software tool d3f with flowing
equations. The results of the 2d and 3d applications are discussed and presented
with different figures.
The paper is organized as follows. A mathematical model of contaminant
transport in flowing groundwater is introduced in section 2. The decoupling of
the complex equation to physical simpler equations are described in section 3.
In section 4 we introduce the discretization methods for the decoupled equations
with respect to the convection-reaction equation. The analytical solutions used
for the discretization are discussed in the section 5. We introduce the numerical
solvers and concentrate us to the multi-grid solver in section 6. We present the
software tools in section 7 and our results for the methods in section 8. Finally
we discuss our future works in this area of discretization methods.
2 Mathematical Model
The motivation for the study presented below is coming from a computational
simulation of radionuclide contaminants transport in flowing groundwater [6],
[9].
3The mathematical equations are given by
∂t Rα cα +∇ · (vcα −D∇cα) + λαβ Rα cα =
∑
γ∈γ(α)
λγα Rγ cγ (1)
with α = 1, . . . ,m (2)
The unknowns cα = cα(x, t) are considered in Ω × (0, T ) ⊂ IR
d × IR, the
space-dimension is given by d . The Parameters Rα ∈ IR
+ and is constant. and
named as retardation factor. The other parameters are λαβ the decaying rates
from α to β, whereby γ(α) are the predecessor-elements of element α. D is the
Scheidegger diffusion-dispersion tensor and v is the velocity.
The aim of this paper is to present a new method based on a derived analyti-
cal solution of the system of one dimensional convection-reaction equations with
different retardation factors and constant velocities combined with an explicite
finite volume method for the convection-reaction equations for d dimensions.
This method has no splitting error and is in the first dimension exact. The
idea underly the solving of one dimensional convection-reaction equations and
couple them over the mass transport together. So the criteria for large time steps
and the use of coarser grids with improved higher order discretization is fulfilled.
The higher order finite volume method based on TVD methods and con-
structed under the discrete minimum and maximum principle are used for the
new methods to reach second order for all components.
For the derivation of the new methods based on the one dimensional analyti-
cal solution for convection-reaction-equations we use the d-dimensional convection-
reaction equations with equilibrium sorption.
So the equation is given by:
Ri∂tci +∇ · (vci) = −λiRici + λi−1Ri−1ci−1 , i = 1, . . . ,m , (3)
ci = (c1,i, . . . , cd,i)
T ∈ IRd , (4)
whereby the trivial inflow and outflow boundary conditions are given by c = 0
and the initial conditions ci(x, 0) = ci,0(x) are given as rectangular-, trapezoidal-
and polynomial-impulses are possible. Based on the one dimensional convection-
reaction equation with equilibrium sorption and initial impulses, we derive the
new discretization methods.
The following section describe the Operator-Splitting method as a method
to decouple complex equations to physical simpler equations.
3 Operator-Splitting Methods
The operator-splitting methods are used to solve complex models in the geophys-
ical and environmental physics, they are developed and applied in [24], [26] and
[29]. We use the ideas for coupling simpler equation parts together, while each
space-errors are more dominant then the time-error. That means we could use a
first or second order operator splitting that coupled our simpler equation with
4larger space-errors together. So we receive higher order in space, the time-error
was not important for our coarse grids. For this aim we use the operator-splitting
method and decouple the equation as follows described.
3.1 Splitting methods of first order
The following splitting methods of first order are described. We consider the
following ordinary linear differential equations:
∂tc(t) = A c(t) + B c(t) , (5)
whereby the initial-conditions are cn = c(tn) . The operators A and B are spatial
discretized equations, e.g. the convection-equation and the diffusion-equation.
The operator-splitting method is introduced as a method which solve the
two equation-parts sequentially, with respect of the initial conditions. We get
two sub-equations :
∂c∗(t)
∂t
= Ac∗(t) , with c∗(tn) = cn , (6)
∂c∗∗(t)
∂t
= Bc∗∗(t) , with c∗∗(tn) = c∗(tn+1) .
whereby the time-step is τn = tn+1 − tn. The solution of equations are cn+1 =
c∗∗(tn+1).
The error of this splitting method is derived as, confer [14]
ρn =
1
τ
(exp(τn(A+B))− exp(τnB) exp(τnA)) c(tn)
=
1
2
τn[A,B] c(tn) +O(τ2) . (7)
whereby [A,B] := AB − BA is the commutator of A and B. We get an error
O(τn) if the Operators A and B do not commute, otherwise the method is exact.
3.2 Higher order Splitting methods
We could improve our method by the so called Strang-Splitting method, which
is of second order, confer [24].
The method is presented as:
∂c∗(t)
∂t
= Ac∗(t) , with tn ≤ t ≤ tn+1/2 and c∗(tn) = cn , (8)
∂c∗∗(t)
∂t
= Bc∗∗(t) , with tn ≤ t ≤ tn+1 and c∗∗(tn) = c∗(tn+1/2) ,
∂c∗∗∗(t)
∂t
= Ac∗∗∗(t) , with tn+1/2 ≤ t ≤ tn+1 and c∗∗∗(tn+1/2) = c∗∗(tn+1) ,
5whereby the results of the method is cn+1 = c∗∗∗(tn+1).
The splitting error of this method is given as, confer [20]
ρn =
1
τ
(exp(τn(A+B)) − exp(
τn
2
A) exp(τnB) exp(
τn
2
A)) c(tn)
=
1
24
(τn)2([B, [B,A]]− 2[A, [A,B]]) c(tn) +O((τn)4) . (9)
whereby we get the second order if the operators not commute and an exact
result if they commute.
We could improve the order by using more intermediate steps. In our ap-
plication the first order splitting for the convection-reaction- and the diffusion-
dispersion-term are applied, because of the dominance of the space-error. The
time-error for this combination was only a constant in the total error.
In the next section we present the discretization methods for the equations.
4 Discretization
For the space-discretization we use finite volume methods and for the time-
discretization we use explicit or implicit Euler methods. In the next section
we introduce the notation for the space-discretization. Further we describe the
discretization-methods for the further different equation-terms.
4.1 Notation
The time steps for the calculation in the time intervals are (tn, tn+1) ⊂ (0, T ) ,
for n = 0, 1, . . .. The computational cells are given as Ωj ⊂ Ω with j = 1, . . . , I .
The unknown I is the number of the nodes.
For the use of finite volumes we have to construct the dual mesh for the
triangulation T [11] of the domain Ω. First the finite elements for the domain Ω
are given by T e, e = 1, . . . , E. The polygonal computational cells Ωj are related
with the vertices xj of the triangulation.
To get the relation between the neighbor cells and to use the volume of each
cell we introduce the following notation. Let Vj = |Ωj | and the set Λj denotes
the neighbor-point xk to the point xj . The boundary of the cell j and k are Γjk .
We define the flux over the boundary Γjk as
vjk =
∫
Γjk
n · v ds . (10)
The inflow-flux is given as vjk < 0, the outflow-flux is vjk > 0. The antisymmetric
of the fluxes are denoted as vjk = −vkj . The total outflow-flux is given by
νj =
∑
k∈out(j)
vjk . (11)
6The idea of the finite volumes is to construct an algebraic system of equation
to express the unknowns cnj ≈ c(xj , t
n). The initial values are given with c0j . The
expression of the interpolation schemes could be given naturally in two ways,
the first is given with the primary mesh of the finite elements:
cn =
I∑
j=1
cnj φj(x) (12)
with φj are the standard globally finite element basis functions [11]. The second
possibility is for the finite volumes with,
cˆn =
I∑
j=1
cnj ϕj(x) (13)
where ϕj are piecewise constant discontinuous functions defined by ϕj(x) = 1
for x ∈ Ωj and ϕj(x) = 0 otherwise.
4.2 Discretization of the convection-equation with first order
The piecewise constant discretization of the convection equation
∂tR c− v · ∇c = 0 , (14)
with the simple boundary condition c = 0 for the inflow and outflow boundary
and the initial values c(xj , 0) = c
0
j (x). We use the upwind discretization done in
[11] and get
Vj R c
n+1
j = Vj R c
n
j − τ
n
∑
k∈out(j)
vjk c
n
j + τ
n
∑
k∈in(j)
cnk vkj ,
Vj R c
n+1
j = c
n
j (R Vj − τ
nνj) + τ
n
∑
k∈in(j)
cnk vkj , (15)
Because of the explicit discretization for time and to fulfill the discrete minimum-
maximum property [11], we get a restriction for the time steps as follows
τj =
R Vj
νj
, τn ≤ min
j=1,...,I
τj (16)
In the next subsection we improve the discretization with a reconstruction
with linear polynoms. The reconstruction is based on the Godunovs method and
the limiter on the local min-max property.
4.3 Discretization of the convection-equation with higher order
The reconstruction is done in the paper [11] and it is here briefly explained for
the next steps.
7The linear polynomes are reconstruct over the element-wise gradient and are
given as
un(xj) = c
n
j , (17)
∇un|Vj =
1
Vj
E∑
e=1
∫
T e∩Ωj
∇cndx , (18)
with j = 1, . . . , I .
The piecewise linear function is given by
unjk = c
n
j + ψj∇u
n|Vj (xjk − xj) , (19)
with j = 1, . . . , I ,
where ψj ∈ (0, 1) is the limiter which has to fulfill the discrete minimum maxi-
mum property, as described in [11].
We also use the limitation of the flux to get no overshooting, when trans-
porting the mass and receive the maximal time-step.
We get the restriction for the concentration as
u˜njk = u
n
jk +
τj
τn
(cnj − u
n
jk) . (20)
Using all the previous schemes the discretization for the second order is
written in the form
RVjc
n+1
j = RVjc
n
j − τ
n
∑
k∈out(j)
u˜njkvjk + τ
n
∑
l∈in(j)
u˜nljvlj , (21)
This discretization method is used for the next coupled discretization with
the reaction equation.
4.4 Discretization of the convection-reaction-equation with one
dimensional analytical solutions
We apply Godunovs method for the discretization, confer [22], and enlarge it
with the solution of convection-reaction-equations. We reduce the equation to
one dimensional problem, solve the equation exactly and transform the one di-
mensional mass to the multi-dimensional equation.
The discretization of the equation
∂t cl +∇ · vl cl = −λl cl + λl−1 cl−1,
with l = 1, . . . ,m
The velocity vector v is divided by Rl. The initial conditions are given by c
0
1 =
c1(x, 0) , else c
0
l = 0 for l = 2, . . . ,m and the boundary conditions are trivial
cl = 0 for l = 1, . . . ,m.
8We first calculate the maximal time step for cell j and concentration i with
the use of the total outflow fluxes
τi,j =
Vj Ri
νj
, νj =
∑
k∈out(j)
vjk .
We get the restricted time step with the local time steps of cells and their
components
τn ≤ min
i=1,...,m
j=1,...,I
τi,j .
The velocity of the discrete equation is given by
vi,j =
1
τi,j
.
We calculate the analytical solution of the mass, confer section 5 by using equa-
tion (42) and (44), we get
mni,jk,out = mi,out(a, b, τ
n, v1,j , . . . , vi,j , R1, . . . , Ri, λ1, . . . , λi) ,
mni,j,rest = m
n
i,j f(τ
n, v1,j , . . . , vi,j , R1, . . . , Ri, λ1, . . . , λi) ,
whereby a = VjRi(c
n
i,jk − c
n
i,jk′ ) , b = VjRic
n
i,jk′ and m
n
i,j = VjRic
n
i,j are the
parameters. The linear impulse in the finite-volume cell is constructed by cni,jk′
for the concentration on the inflow- and cni,jk for the concentration on the outflow-
boundary of the cell j.
The discretization with the embedded analytical mass is calculated by
mn+1i,j −m
n
i,rest = −
∑
k∈out(j)
vjk
νj
mi,jk,out +
∑
l∈in(j)
vlj
νl
mi,lj,out ,
whereby
vjk
νj
is the re-transformation for the total mass mi,jk,out in the partial
mass mi,jk . The mass in the next time-step is m
n+1
i,j = Vj c
n+1
i,j and in the old
time-step it is the rest mass for the concentration i . The proof is done in [14].
In the next section we derive an analytical solution for the benchmark problem.
4.5 Discretization of the Reaction-equation
The reaction-equation is an ordinary-differential equation is given as follows:
∂tRici = −λiRici + λi−1Ri−1ci−1 , (22)
whereby i = 1, . . . ,m and λ0 = 0 is. The decay-factors are λi ≥ 0.0 and the
retardation-factors are Ri > 0.0. The initial-conditions are c1(x, t
0) = c01 and
ci(x, t
0) = 0 with i = 2, . . . ,m.
9We could derive the solutions for these equations, confer [3], with:
ci = c01
R1
Ri
Λi
i∑
j=1
Λj,i exp(−λj t) , (23)
whereby i = 1, . . . ,m. The solutions are defined for all λj 6= λk for j 6= k and
j, k ∈ 1, . . . ,M .
The factors Λi and Λj,i are
Λi =
i−1∏
j=1
λj , Λj,i =
i∏
j=1
j 6=k
1
λk − λj
. (24)
For pairwise equal reaction-factors we have derived the solution in our work
[14].
In the next subsection we introduce the discretization of the diffusion-dispersion-
equation.
4.6 Discretization of the Diffusion-Dispersion-equation
We discretize the diffusion-dispersion-equation with implicit time-discretization
and finite volume method for the following equation
∂tR c−∇ · (D∇c) = 0 , (25)
whereby c = c(x, t) with x ∈ Ω and t ≥ 0 . The Diffusions-Dispersions-Tensor
is D = D(x,v) given by the Scheidegger-approach, confer [23]. The velocity is
given by v. The retardation-factor is R > 0.0.
We have the boundary-values with n ·D ∇c(x, t) = 0, whereby x ∈ Γ is the
boundary Γ = ∂Ω, confer [10]. The initial conditions are given by c(x, 0) = c0(x).
We integrate the equation 25 over space and time and get
∫
Ωj
∫ tn+1
tn
∂tR(c) dt dx =
∫
Ωj
∫ tn+1
tn
∇ · (D∇c) dt dx . (26)
The integration over time is done with the backward-Euler method and the
lumping for the diffusion-dispersion term, confer [14]:
∫
Ωj
(R(cn+1)−R(cn)) dx = τn
∫
Ωj
∇ · (D∇cn+1) dx , (27)
The equation (27) is discretized over the space with respect of using the Greens-
formula. ∫
Ωj
(R(cn+1)−R(cn)) dx = τn
∫
Γj
D n · ∇cn+1 dγ , (28)
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whereby Γj is the boundary of the finite volume cell Ωj . We use the approxima-
tion in space, confer [14].
The integration for the equation (28) is done for finite boundary and by the
use of the middle-point rule:
VjR(c
n+1
j )− VjR(c
n
j ) = τ
n
∑
e∈Λj
∑
k∈Λe
j
|Γ ejk |n
e
jk ·D
e
jk∇c
e,n+1
jk , (29)
whereby |Γ ejk | is the length of the boundary-element Γ
e
jk . The gradients are
calculated with the piecewise finite-element-function φl, confer equation (12)
and we get
∇ce,n+1jk =
∑
l∈Λe
cn+1l ∇φl(x
e
jk) . (30)
We get with the difference-notation for the neighbor-point j and l, confer
[12], the following discretization form.
VjR(c
n+1
j )− VjR(c
n
j ) = (31)
= τn
∑
e∈Λj
∑
l∈Λe\{j}
( ∑
k∈Λe
j
|Γ ejk |n
e
jk ·D
e
jk∇φl(x
e
jk)
)
(cn+1j − c
n+1
l ) ,
whereby j = 1, . . . ,m.
In the next section we introduce the analytical solutions for the discretization-
methods of the convection-reaction-equation.
5 Analytical solutions
For the next section we deal with the following system of one-dimensional convection-
reaction-equations without diffusion. The equation is given as
∂tci + vi∂xci = −λici + λi−1ci−1 , (32)
for i = 1, . . . ,m. The unknown m is the number of components. The un-
known functions ci = ci(x, t) denote the contaminant concentrations. They are
transported with piecewise constant (and in general different) velocities vi .
They decay with constant reaction rates λi. The space-time domain is given by
(0,∞)× (0, T ).
We assume simple (irreversible) form of decay chain, e.g. λ0 = 0 and for
each contaminant only single source term λi−1ci−1 is given. For a simplicity, we
assume that vi > 0 for i = 1, . . . ,m.
We describe the analytical solutions with piecewise linear initial conditions. But
all other piecewise polynom functions could be derived, confer [14].
For boundary conditions we take zero concentrations at inflow boundary
x = 0 and the initial conditions are defined for x ∈ (0, 1) with
c1(x, 0) =
{
ax+ b , x ∈ (0, 1)
0 otherwise
,
ci(x, 0) = 0 , i = 2, . . . ,m ,
(33)
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where a, b ∈ IR+ are constants.
We use the Laplace-Transformation for the transformation of the partial
differential equation into the ordinary differential equation, described in [16]. We
solve the ordinary differential equations, described in [5], and re-transformed the
solution in the original space of the partial differential equations. We could then
use the solution for the one-dimensional convection-reaction-equation, confer
[14].
The solutions are given as
c1(x, t) = exp(−λ1t)


0 0 ≤ x < v1t
a(x− v1t) + b v1t ≤ x < v1t+ 1
0 v1t+ 1 ≤ x
, (34)
ci(x, t) = Λi


i∑
j=1
exp(−λjt)Λj,i
i∑
k=1
k 6=j
Λjk,iAjk

 , (35)
Ajk =


0 0 ≤ x < vjt
a(x− vj t)
+(b− aλjk )(1− exp(−λjk(x− vjt))) vjt ≤ x < vjt+ 1
(b− aλjk + a) exp(−λjk(x − vjt− 1))
−(b− aλjk ) exp(−λjk(x− vjt)) vjt+ 1 ≤ x
. (36)
where the general solutions have the following definition-array
vi 6= vj , λi 6= λj , λij 6= λik and vi 6= vj ∧ λi 6= λj ,
∀ i, j, k = 1, . . . ,M , if i 6= j ∧ i 6= k ∧ j 6= k.
The further abbreviation for λjk and Λi are
λkj = λjk :=
λj − λk
vj − vk
, Λi :=
i−1∏
j=1
λj , (37)
and the factors Λj,i and Λjk,i are
Λj,i =


i∏
k=1
k 6=j
1
λk − λj

 , Λjk,i =


i∏
l=1
l6=j
l6=k
1
λk − λj

 . (38)
The solutions (34) and (35) are used in the discretization methods for the embed-
ded analytical mass. In the next subsection we described the mass reconstruction
as derived as an analytical solution for the mass.
5.1 Mass reconstruction
For the embedding of the analytical mass in the discretization method, we need
the mass transfer of the norm-interval (0, 1) . We use the construction over the
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total mass given as
mi,sum(t) = mi,rest(t) +mi,out(t) (39)
The integrals are computed over the cell (0, 1). We integrate first the mass that
retain in the cell i and then we calculate the total mass. The difference between
the total mass and the residual mass is the out-flowing mass which is used for
the discretization.
The residual mass is described in [14] and given as:
mi,rest(t) =
i−1∏
j=1
λj
i∑
j=1
(
i∏
k=1
k 6=j
1
λk − λj
) (40)
exp(−λjt)

a (1− vjt)2
2
+ b(1− vjt−
i∑
k=1
k 6=j
1
λjk
)
−a(1− vjt)(
i∑
k=1
k 6=j
1
λjk
) + a
( i∑
k=1
k 6=j
1
λjk
(
i∑
l≥k
l6=j
1
λjl
)
) ,
where the parameters λjk are given in the equation (37) .
The total mass is calculated by the solution of the ordinary equation and the
mass of the initial condition. The solution of the total mass is derived as
mi,sum(t) =
i−1∏
j=1
λj
( i∑
j=1
(
i∏
k=1
k 6=j
1
λk − λj
) exp(−λjt)
)
(
a
2
+ b) .
The out-flowing mass is defined for further calculations
mi,out(τ
n) = mi,sum(τ
n)−mi,rest(τ
n) , (41)
mi,out(τ
n) = mi,out(a, b, τ
n, v1, . . . , vi, R1, . . . , Ri, λ1, . . . , λi) , (42)
mi,sum(τ
n) = fni (a
1
2
+ b) , (43)
fni (τ
n) = f(τn, v1, . . . , vi, R1, . . . , Ri, λ1, . . . , λi) . (44)
whereby τn is the time-step, v1, . . . , vi are the velocity-, R1, . . . , Ri are the
retardation- , λ1, . . . , λi the reaction-parameters and a, b are the parameters
for the linear impulse for the initial conditions. In the next section we describe
the solver methods used for our computations.
6 Solvers
For solving the implicit discretized diffusion-dispersion equation we use itera-
tive methods. We have the full-discretised equation for our diffusion-dispersion
equation :
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(I − τA˜)un+1(x˜) = un(x˜),
where A˜ is obtained from the spatial discretisation, un+1 is solution in the
new time-step, un is the known solution from the old time-step and x˜ ∈ Ωh, i.d.
the coordinates of the grid-points.
So we deal with a linear equation system Ax = b,
where A = I− τA˜ , b = un(x˜) and x = un+1(x˜),. Because of the local discretiza-
tion method and the knowledge of the solvers we use the Multi-grid-solvers to
solve our equation. For this type of a parabolic equation, confer [18], we could
use the standard results.
We will briefly introduce the methods for a intensive study we refer to the
literature [28], [27].
We deal with the linear equation-system
Ax = b , A ∈ IRI×I , b ∈ IRI , (45)
whereby A is regular, x is the unknown and b is the right hand side.
The iteration-method is given as :
xm+1 = Mxm +Nb , m ∈ IN , (46)
whereby b is the right-hand side. and we get an consistent iteration-method for
M = 1 −NA . (47)
whereby 1 is the identity matrix. The matrix M is denoted as iteration-matrix.
We could modify the equation (46) for the second normal-form given as
xm+1 = xm −N(Axm − b) . (48)
The iteration-method is applied for the multi-grid method [18].
We introduce the multi-grid methods
MMG0 := 0 , (49)
MMG1 := M
ZG
1 , (50)
MMGl := M
ZG
l + S
ν2
l p (M
MG
l−1 )
γ A−1l−1 r Al S
ν1
l , (51)
where Sl is the smoother, p is the prolongation, r is the restriction, ν1 are the
pre-smoothing steps and ν2 the post-smoothing-steps. The coarse-grid correction
MMGGl is defined as
MMGGl := 1 − p (I − (M
MG
l−1 )
γ) A−1l−1 r Al . (52)
We use these iteration-methods to solve our equations on a grid-hierarchy, confer
[14].
In the next section we introduce our used software-tools.
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7 Software-tools
The methods introduced in the last sections are programmed in our software-
tool R3T . The software package R3T is developed for solving transport-reaction-
equations for many species in flowing groundwater in a porous media. We forced
the solution of convection-dominant equations and improved the discretizations
to use coarser grids and larger time-steps. The package include the error-estimators,
solvers and discretization methods. For the parameter of the equation and the
velocity-field we use input-files to set the different values. These dates are read in
run-time and for a new run we could change the values for a new configuration.
The solutions of the equations are written in output-files and could be used for
different post-processors, e.g. visualization-programs, confer Grape [17]. So for
these assumption we could test different waste-case scenarios for different initial
conditions, see section 8.
The tool R3T is based on the software-tool ug, confer [2], which is based on
unstructed grid. The methods for these unstructed grids are programmed in dif-
ferent libraries. Based on the grid-hierarchy the solvers, e.g. multi-grid solvers,
discretization-methods with respect of adaptive methods are programmed. The
idea behind is a flexible tool with common libraries of solvers, discretization-
methods, error-estimators and a flexible application-level for applications in
physical- and chemical-models.
The application is presented in the next section with benchmark and waste-
case scenarios.
8 Numerical experiments
The introduced methods in the last sections are verified in the first part. We
compared the numerical results with analytical solutions.
In the next part we apply the improved modified methods to complex waste-
case scenarios. An introduction to the test-cases in 2d and 3d are given and the
results and computation time are discussed.
8.1 Benchmark-Problems
We compare the results of the standard method with the modified method.
The standard-method is based on the operator-splitting method with the
convection- and reaction-equation. This method has a splitting error in time of
O(τn).
The modified method is based on the discretization method with embedded
analytical solutions for the convection-reaction equation. With this method we
skip the splitting error in time.
We start with the one-dimensional problem and compare the results with the
analytical solution.
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Transported triangle For the first experiment we use a one-dimensional
benchmark problem with delta initial conditions. The analytical solution is given
by the equation (34) and (35) and compare the analytical solution with the nu-
merical solutions.
We calculate the solutions on a 2 dimensional domain, for which the velocity
field is constant in the x-direction with the constant value of v = (1.0, 0.0)T . We
use only the convection-reaction equation with 4 components, given in the form
Ri∂tci + v · ∇ci = −Riλici +Ri−1λi−1ci−1 , (53)
with i = 1, . . . , 4 . (54)
whereby the inflow/outflow boundary condition is given by n · v ci = 0.0, with
no inflow and outflow. The initial condition is given as
c1(x, 0) =
{
−x+ 1 , 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
0 , otherwise ,
(55)
ci(x, 0) = 0.0 , i = 2, . . . , 4 . (56)
For the one-dimensional problem we could compare the numerical solutions with
the analytical solutions derived in the previous sections. We use the L1-norm to
compare the solutions, which is given by
ElL1 :=
∑
i=1,...,m
Vi|c
n
l (xj , yj , t
n)− Cl(xi, yi, t
n)| , with l = 1, . . . , 4 , (57)
where cnl (xi, yi, t
n) is the numerical solution while Cl(xi, yi, t
n) is the analytical
solution, given in equation (34) and (35). The L1-norm as an error-norm presents
the errors of the convection-reaction equation in a good manner.
The model domain is given with an rectangle of 8×1 units. The initial coarse
grid is given with 8 quadratic unit elements, the uniform refinements are till the
level 7 (131072 Elements).
We choose the parameters to get results at the end of the same maximum
value, so that we would not see the influence of numerical effects with different
scalars.
For the first test we use the following parameters:
We use the decay-rates of λ1 = 0.4, λ2 = 0.3, λ3 = 0.2, λ4 = 0 and the
retardation factors R1 = 1, R2 = 2, R3 = 4, R4 = 8.
The model time is done from t = 0, . . . , 6. We compared the results at the end-
time t = 6. To do this we compared the L1-norm and the numerical convergence-
rate given by
ρ = (log(ElL1)− log(E
l−1
L1
))/ log(0.5) (58)
for the computed levels l = 4, . . . , 7.
The first results are presented with the standard method and the L1-errors
are given in the next Table 1.
The values for the numerical convergence-orders are denoted in the next
Table 2.
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l E1L1 E
2
L1
E3L1 E
4
L1
4 2.666 10−3 9.853 10−4 9.77 10−4 4.132 10−4
5 1.297 10−3 4.740 10−4 4.805 10−4 2.013 10−4
6 6.148 10−4 2.328 10−4 2.377 10−4 9.925 10−5
7 2.969 10−4 1.154 10−4 1.181 10−4 4.925 10−5
Table 1. The L1-errors computed with the standard method.
l ρ1L1 ρ
2
L1
ρ3L1 ρ
4
L1
4
5 1.0394 1.0556 1.023 1.0374
6 1.077 1.0257 1.015 1.0202
7 1.0501 1.0124 1.009 1.0109
Table 2. The convergence-orders for the L1-errors with the standard-method.
The results of the calculations are of the first order for all components. This
consider the assumption of the splitting-error for the standard-method.
The next results are done with the modified method. We run the application
with the same parameters as for the standard method. The L1-errors for the
modified method for the different time- and grid-widths are presented in the
Table 3.
l E1L1 E
2
L1
E3L1 E
4
L1
4 2.666 10−3 3.451 10−4 6.719 10−5 2.376 10−5
5 1.297 10−3 1.072 10−4 1.669 10−5 5.573 10−6
6 6.148 10−4 3.374 10−5 4.251 10−6 1.374 10−6
7 2.969 10−4 1.117 10−5 1.091 10−6 3.442 10−7
Table 3. The L1-errors computed with the modified method.
The numerical convergence-orders for the modified method are calculated
and presented in the Table 4.
For the first component we get the first order because of the space-discretization
for the discontinuous impulse which is of first order. The results of the next com-
ponents are of higher order. The error for the time-discretization is zero and for
the space discretization we get a higher order because of the continuous impulses.
The results of the computations are presented in the end-time t = 6 in figure
1. The first component is less retarded and is flown till the end of the interval.
The next components are decreased stronger retarded and are therefore spreaded
out. Because of the coupling with the previous component the next components
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l ρ1L1 ρ
2
L1
ρ3L1 ρ
4
L1
4
5 1.0394 1.686 2.009 2.092
6 1.077 1.667 1.973 2.0201
7 1.0501 1.594 1.962 1.997
Table 4. The convergence-orders for the L1-errors with the modified-method.
are flown till the end of the first component. The last component is spreaded
out from the first part of the interval till the end of the interval.
c 1
c 3
c 4
2c
t=6.0
x
x
x
x
Fig. 1. Concentration for the 4 components with ascending retardation factors at time
t = 6 .
In the next section we will present a benchmark-problem for a 2 dimensional
problem. We also derive the analytical solution.
Rotating pyramid This benchmark-problem is introduced in the literature as
rotating Gaussian-impulse, confer [10]. To apply this problem also for system of
convection-reaction-equations, we modify the problem for our derived analytical
one-dimensional solutions. The modification is in the projection of the Cartesian-
coordinates to the polar-coordinates. We could skip therefore one dimension and
apply our one-dimensional solution. To be one-dimensional we project the initial
conditions, which are triangles to the polar-coordinates. We get on each circle the
same velocity and for the solution we could re-transform it to a one-dimensional
problem.
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The basic reconstruction is done in [14], we will present the ideas.
The transformation from the Cartesian to the polar-coordinates are given as
r =
√
x2 + y2 , α = arctan(
y
x
) , (r) = r α0 , (59)
the (x, y) ∈ IR × IR is the Cartesian coordinate, and r is the radius, α is the
angle for the origin point. α0 is the initial-angle and (r) is the length of the
circular arc with radius r.
First we transform the triangular-impulse on the cylinder surface and get a
continuous impulse.
Second we transfer the continuity in the r-direction with the dependency of the
initial concentration c0(r). The transformation is given by
rmed =
ra + rb
2
, (60)
c0(r) = cinit


2
rb−ra
(r − ra) ra ≤ r ≤ rmed
−2
rb−ra
(r − rb) rmed ≤ r ≤ rb
0.0 otherwise
, (61)
cinit ∈ IR
+ , (initial-concentration) .
This initial impulse is then rotating with the angle α in the domain. We calculate
the length of the arc:
xarc(r, α) = r α , (62)
whereby r is the radius to the point (x, y) and α the angle.
The velocity is given in the divergence-free form
v =
(
−4.0 y
4.0 x
)
. (63)
and it is given in the constant form in the polar-coordinates
v = 4.0 r , (64)
The initialization for the rotating pyramid is given by
u1,init = u1,Tri(xarc(r, α0), t0, (r), c0(r), v1, λ1) , (65)
ui,init = 0.0 with i = 2, . . . ,m , (66)
whereby t0 = 0.0 and v1 =
v
R1
is denoted. m is the number of components
and u1,Tri is the analytical solution of a convection-reaction equation with a
triangle-impulse .
The analytical solution for an arbitrary time is given as :
ui,Tri = ui,Tri(xarc(r, α), t, (r), c0(r), v1, . . . , vi, λ1, . . . , λi) , (67)
whereby i = 1, . . . ,m and vi =
v
Ri
.
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We compute the example for 4 components. The retardation-factor are R1 =
1.0, R2 = 2.0, R3 = 4.0, R4 = 8.0 and the reaction-factors are λ1 = 1.5, λ2 =
1.4, λ3 = 1.3, λ4 = 0.0. The height of the pyramid is cinit = 1, the base area of
the pyramid is the radius 0.125 ≤ r ≤ 0.375 and the initial-angle α0 = 0.22. The
next components are initialized with 0.0. The boundary conditions are trivial
inflow- and outflow-conditions. We have a domain with [−0.5, 0.5]× [−0.5, 0.5]
and the coarse grid consists of one element. We maximal refine till grid-level
7. The time-steps are fixed for level and fulfill the Courant-number 0.5. We
calculate till the end-point t = pi/4.
For the modified method we get the results in Table 5 for the L1-error and
the convergence-rates.
l E1L1 ρ
1
L1
E2L1 ρ
2
L1
E3L1 ρ
3
L1
E4L1 ρ
4
L1
4 7.12 10−3 5.80 10−4 3.09 10−5 8.28 10−7
5 2.74 10−3 1.377 2.14 10−4 1.44 1.12 10−5 1.46 2.86 10−7 1.53
6 1.10 10−3 1.32 8.82 10−5 1.27 4.90 10−6 1.19 1.20 10−7 1.25
7 4.40 10−4 1.322 3.50 10−5 1.33 1.90 10−6 1.37 4.80 10−8 1.32
Table 5. The L1-error and the convergence-rate for modified method with embedded
analytical solution
For all components we reach the higher order results because of the modified
method.
The results are presented in the figure 2. In the first figure we present the
initialization in the next figure we present the end-result.
Fig. 2. The concentrations of the 4 components at the time-point t = pi
4
.
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The concentrations of the higher components are stronger retarded. The first
component is furthest transported and rotated till the half of the circle. The
previous components are spread out till the following components. The two di-
mensional solutions also fulfill our theoretical results.
In the next section we present the complex waste case scenarios of a waste-
disposal done in a salt-dome.
8.2 Waste-Case Scenarios
We calculate scenarios of waste-cases which help to get new conclusions about
the waste-disposals in salt-domes.
We have a model based on an overlying-rock over a salt-dome. We suppose an
waste-case, so that a permanent source of radioactive contaminant groundwater
flow from the bottom of the overlying rock, where the waste-disposal is suited.
We suppose that the contaminants are flown with the groundwater, which is
flown through the overlying rock. Based on our model we should calculate the
transport and the reaction of this contaminants coupled with decay-chains. The
simulation time should be 10000[a] and we should calculate the concentration
that is flown till the top of the overlying rock. With this dates one could conclude
if the waste-disposal is save enough.
Two cases are next presented with the dates of our project-partner GRS in
Braunschweig (Germany), confer [7] and [8].
8.3 First waste-case : Two Dimensional Model
We have a model-domain in the size of 6000[m]× 150[m] with 4 different lay-
ers with different permeabilities, [7]. The domain is spooled with groundwater
from the right boundary to the left boundary. The groundwater is flowing faster
through the permeable layer as through the impermeable layers. Therefore the
groundwater flows from the right boundary to the half middle of the domain.
Flowing through the permeable layer down to the bottom of the domain and
spooled up in the left domain to the top. The groundwater flows in the left
top part to the outflow at the left boundary. The flow-field with the velocity is
calculated with the program-package d3f and presented in figure 3.
In the middle-bottom of the domain the contaminants are flown in as a
permanent source. With the stationary velocity-field the contaminants are com-
puted with the software-package R3T . The flow-field transport the radioactive
contaminants till the top of the domain. The decay-chain is presented with 26
components as follows
Pu−244→ Pu−240→ U−236→ Th−232→ Ra−228
Cm−244→ Pu−240
U−232
Pu−241→ Am−241→ Np−237→ U−233→ Th−229
Cm−246→ Pu−242→ U−238→ U−234→ Th−230→
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Fig. 3. Flow-field for a two-dimensional calculation.
Ra−226→ Pb−210
Am−242→ Pu−238→ U−234
Am−243→ Pu−239→ U−235→ Pa−231→ Ac−227 .
We present the important concentration in this decay-chain. In the top figure
4 the contaminant Uran-isotope U-236 after 100[a] is presented. This isotope is
less retarded and has a very long half-life period. Therefore the contaminant is
flown as furthest and decay less. This effect is presented in bottom figure 4. The
diffusion-process has spread out the contaminant in the whole left part of the
domain. Also the impermeable layer is contaminated. After the time-period of
10000[a] the contaminant is flown till the top of the domain.
Fig. 4. Concentration of U-236 at the time-point t = 100[a] and t = 10000[a].
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The calculations are done on uniform grids. The convergence of this grids are
confirmed with adaptive grid-calculations. The calculation confirmed the results
of finer and smaller time-steps, confer Table 6. The beginning of the calculations
are done with explicit methods till the character of the equation is more diffusive.
Then we chance to the implicit methods and could use larger time-steps. With
this procedure we could fulfill the forced calculation time of maximal one day.
Processors Refinement Number of Number of Time for Total
Elements Time-steps one time-step Time
30 uniform 75000 3800 5 sec. 5.5 h.
64 adaptive 350000 3800 14 sec. 14.5 h.
Table 6. Computing of the two-dimensional case.
In the next section we describe our three dimensional test-case.
8.4 Second waste-case : Three Dimensional Model
In this model we calculate a three dimensional model, because of the inter-
est for the three dimensional effects in the flowing groundwater. We simulate
about 10000[a] and concentrate us to important contaminants flown furthest
with a high rate of concentration. We underly an anisotropy domain of 6000[m]×
2000[m]×1500[m] with different permeable layers. We have calculated 26 compo-
nents as presented in the two dimensional case. The parameters for the diffusion
and dispersion-tensor are given as:
D = 1 10−9[m2/s] , αL = 4.0 [m] , αT = 0.4 [m], |v|max = 6 10
−6[m/s],
ρ = 2 103 .
DL = αL|v| and DT = αT |v| ,
whereby the longitudinal dispersion length is 10 times bigger than the transver-
sal dispersion. The source are suited at the point (4250.0, 2000.0, 1040.0) and is
flown in with a constant rate. The underlying velocity-fields is calculated with
d3f and we added to sinks at the surface with the coordinates (2000, 2100, 2073)
and (2500, 2000, 2073).
We simulate the transport and the reaction of the contaminants with our
software-package R3T . Therefore we could test how strong should be the sinks
at the top of the domain to bring out the contaminant groundwater. We present
the velocity-field in figure 5. The groundwater is flown form the right boundary
to the middle of the domain. Due to the impermeable layers the groundwater is
flown down and spooled up in the middle part of the domain. The groundwater
is flown up to the sinks in the left part at the top of the domain. Because of the
influence of the salt-dome the salt is spooled up with the groundwater and we
get in the lower middle part of the domain curls. This parts are interested for 3d
calculations and due to this curls the groundwater is spooled up. We concentrate
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Fig. 5. Flow-field for a three-dimensional calculation.
us to the important component U − 236. This component is less retarded and
is flowing up to the earth-surface into the sinks. In the top figures 6 we present
the concentration in the initial-concentration at time point t = 100 [a]. We
have present cut-planes vertical and in the next picture a cut-plane through the
source term. In the bottom figure 6 the concentration is presented at the end-
time point t = 10000 [a]. The concentration is flown from the bottom up over
the impermeable layer into the sinks at the top of the domain.
At the beginning of the calculation we use explicit discretization methods
with respect of the convection-dominant case. After the initializing process the
contaminants are spreaded out with the diffusion-process. We use the implicit
methods with larger time-steps and could calculate the forced time-period also
in a higher order discretization.
In the Table 7 we denote the computations. We begin with convergence re-
sults on uniform refined meshes. We confirm this results with adaptive refined
meshes and get the same results with smaller time-steps. The forced calculation-
time of one day is fulfilled.
Processors Refinement Number of Number of time for total
elements time-steps one time step time
16 uniform 531264 3600 13.0 sec. 13.0 h
72 adaptive 580000 3600 18.5 sec. 18.5 h
Table 7. Three dimensional calculations of a realistic potential damage event.
Finally we conclude in our paper with the next section.
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Fig. 6. Concentration of U-236 at the time-point t = 100[a] and t = 10000[a].
9 Conclusions and Discussions
We present a discretization methods to solve a complex system of convection-
diffusion-dispersion-reaction equation. Based on a new technic of embed ana-
lytical solution we improve the standard discretization methods. The splitting
methods are described and the applications of our methods are presented. We
could explain our solvers and the based program-tool. The test-examples and
the complex waste-scenarios are presented.
We could confirm that a complex model could be simulated with the help of
different splitting and discretization methods.
In the future we focus us on the development of improved discretization meth-
ods and the idea of decoupling in simpler equations with respect to nonlinear
convection-diffusion-reaction-equations.
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